Preliminary electroweak results are discussed from the Fermilab experiments, CDF and D , based on Tevatron run 1b data. These include an updated precision measurement of the W mass which when combined with previous Tevatron, CERN SppS, and LEP-II results gives a combined world average MW = 80:40 0:08 GeV=c 2 . Also presented are new limits on anomalous gauge boson self-couplings, measurement of the W charge asymmetry, B(W ! ), and limits on quark/lepton compositeness from high mass Drell-Yan production.
Additional electroweak physics results have been made available recently in preliminary form by D and CDF. In sections subsequent to the W mass review, I present results from D on gauge boson self-couplings from analysis of gauge boson pair production and on the W ! branching ratio; and from CDF on the W (! e e ; ) charge asymmetry and on high mass Drell-Yan lepton pair production with implications for limits on quark/lepton compositeness 1]. 1 To be published in Proceedings of Beyond the Standard Model V Conference 1 
CDF and D M W Measurements
Precision measurement of the W mass is accomplished by analysis of W ! e e or . In pp collisions, many of the particles are produced in the uninstrumented angular regions near the beam pipe which prevents measurement of the longitudinal momentum balance. With the preclusion of a direct reconstruction of the W mass, CDF and D rely on a model, rst developed by the UA2 collaboration 2], that begins with measuring the components of momenta transverse to the beam axis and inferring the unobserved transverse energy of the decay neutrino, E T , from the E T balance of the charged lepton,Ẽ`T, and the system recoiling from the W;ũ:Ẽ T = ?(ẼT +ũ):
(1) The \transverse mass" of the W is then calculated from
Finally, M W is extracted from a likelihood t performed on the M W T lineshape by comparing data to Monte Carlo distributions generated for a range of M W .
While CDF uses both the muon and electron decay modes for the precision measurement, the Tevatron run 1b electron channel mass analysis is still in progress and only results from the muon channel are presented here. D uses only the electron channel for the M W measurement. Descriptions of the detectors are found in references 3, 4] . For CDF, the muon momentum and direction are determined from reconstruction of the track in the Central Tracking Chamber (CTC) which is contained in a 1.4T solenoidal magnetic eld. The D experiment determines the electron direction using the EM calorimeter cluster centroid and the associated track reconstructed in the tracking chamber and the energy is measured by calorimetry with the scale set by mass reconstruction of ! ; ! e + e ? ; and Z ! e + e ? . CDF selects 21000 W ! events having 25 (p T & E T n ) 60 GeV/c and recoil jũ j 20 GeV. The muons must be minimum ionizing in the calorimetry and match with a stub segment in the muon drift chambers located radially outside the central calorimetry. Additional requirements are made to remove cosmic rays and Z events that were mis-identi ed due to having a muon in a region devoid of tracking. CDF derives the response function using the recoil hadron-dielectron momentum balance for a sample of Z events and the resolution function is determined from minimum bias trigger data. The adequacy of the model is checked using the recoil observed in Z data and the u ? distribution from the W data. The u ? axis is de ned as that perpendicular to the W decay muon.
Similarly, D extracts both the response and resolution functions from Z ! e + e ? data. Recoil components along the angular bisector of the e + e ? pair are added as are those normal to the bisector. The response and resolution are tuned via Monte Carlo simulation to reproduce the observed distributions.
W events for a range of M W are generated and processed through detector simulations. Likelihood values are calculated comparing to the observed M W T distribution and M W is extracted from a t to the log-likelihood function. The M W T distributions with the best ts overlaid are shown in gure 3. Table 1 gives the systematic uncertainty contributions for both measurements. D has completed analysis of W production for all of Tevatron run 1a + run 1b. Event selection requires a high E T charged lepton ( or e), E T n > 25 GeV, and a photon with E T 10 GeV. The radiative W decay contribution is reduced relative to direct production from the W propagator by requiring the leptonphoton angular separation to be greater than 0.7. The main background is from W +jets in which the fragmentation of one of the jets fakes a photon signature. The background-subtracted number of W events is 84 +12 ?11 (stat) 9(syst), giving The unitarity limit is particularly sensitive to the form factor scale used and has been set to FF = 500 GeV for all limits shown in the gure with the exception of that for L3. The most stringent limit derives from the D run 1a analysis of the mode Z(! ) + which has the advantage of having no competing radiative decay mode and is sensitive to all neutral decays of the Z . The photon E T requirement was raised to E T > 40 GeV to remove background from W ! e e events where the electron is mis-identi ed as a photon due to lack of an associated track. Since anomalous couplings mainly enhance the high E T region, this has little e ect on the coupling limit. From analyses of W W and W Z production, limits on Z; and Z; have been obtained for both D (preliminary run 1b) and CDF ( nal run 1b). These are not covered here due to space limitations. The public Electroweak Web pages 1] for both groups contain full details of the analyses which provide limits comparable to those presented above for W . as a function of the charged lepton pseudorapidity using both the electron and muon decay channels. Because the proton u-quark parton distribution function, u(x), is greater than that of the d-quark, d(x), the W + (W ? ) is boosted along the p(p) direction and the observed asymmetry is most sensitive to the choice of PDF. This PDF constraint has proved useful in reducing the systematic uncertainty contribution to the W mass.
Preliminary
Although 3-d track reconstruction using the CTC is unavailable beyond j j 1:2, the measurement has been extended to j j' 2:0 by using the expected correspondence between a track in the CDF silicon microtracker and the plug EM calorimeter. A point at j j= 2:2 is provided via the CDF forward muon detector. Results are shown in gure 7 along with expectations due to various choices of PDF.
D B(W !
D has improved the previous CDF measurement 10] of the cross section times branching ratio for W ! using the hadronic decay of the which is identi ed as an isolated narrow jet. Events selected had E T (jet) > 25 GeV (j j< 0:9) and E T n > 25 GeV. Signal and background were estimated from the distribution of a variable designated, Pro le (sum of highest two tower 6 Drell-Yan Compositeness Limits CDF has searched in Drell-Yan production at the Tevatron for evidence of quark or lepton compositeness. Substructure would add a contact term to the dilepton production amplitude and manifest itself mainly in the interference with the Standard Model amplitude. Interaction strengths for the contact term are assumed to be of the form, ij = g 2 = 2 ij , where i; j are the helicities. The compositeness scale, ij , is de ned assuming g 2 =4 = 1. The dilepton di erential mass spectrum for rapidity less than 1 is plotted and normalized to the region around M Z , speci cally 50 < M(`+`?) < 150 GeV=c 2 . A binned likelihood is calculated for the region M(`+`?) > 150 GeV=c 2 and 95% con dence level limits are determined for a contact term for a variety of helicity assumptions. Figure 8 shows the mass spectrum along with expectations for a totally lefthanded contact term at a compositeness scale of 2 TeV. Assuming quark and lepton universality in compositeness, limits on + (positive sign of coupling) range from > 3:0 ? 5:0 TeV, while for ? the range is > 3:7 ? 6:3 TeV for a compositeness scale.
Summary
The Tevatron run 1b integrated luminosity increase of 5-6 over run 1a halved the uncertainty of M W . D has signi cantly tightened limits on anomalous gauge boson couplings; especially from analysis of the Z ! decay chan- Figure 8 : The di erential mass cross section for a tightly selected isolated lepton plus a second lepton with looser selection criteria. QCD background was estimated from same sign lepton pairs while W W; ; cc, etc. backgrounds were estimated from e pairs.
nel. Run 1b has also witnessed the rst observation of W W; W Z, and ZZ production. Pseudorapidity region coverage for the W charge asymmetry has doubled to j j 2:2 providing improved constraints on parton distribution functions. D has demonstrated lepton universality through the measurement of B(W ! ). Analysis of Drell-Yan production has allowed CDF to push the compositeness scale limits to greater than 3-6 TeV depending on the helicity and sign of the coupling assumed.
In run 2, D and CDF will continue precision electroweak sector measurements. The W mass uncertainty should be reduced to near 40 MeV=c 2 . Limits on anomalous gauge boson self-couplings will continue to improve and observation of the radiation amplitude zero in W production 11] will be addressed.
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